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About Gridlogics
Gridlogics is a pioneering end-to-end intellectual property solutions provider whose solutions use
proprietary and cutting edge text mining and visualization capabilities to aid IP research and analysis.
The company has been involved in providing specialized patent search and analysis software solutions to
the Intellectual Property community over the last decade.
Gridlogics has more than 100 man- years of experience in Intellectual Property Software and has a
strong in-house team of developers and engineers who understand the complexities involved in
designing very large patent databases, patent management systems, and searchable index with all
associated features around it. For more information visit: www.gridlogics.com
Gridlogics has two key products for patent professionals - PatSeer ™ (Online Patent Research Platform)
and Patent iNSIGHT Pro ™ (Patent Analytics Software). Its flagship product Patent iNSIGHT Pro is a
comprehensive patent research and analysis platform.

PatSeer Introduction
PatSeer is a complete online global patent database and research platform with integrated analytics,
project workflow, and collaboration capabilities. It provides the following business benefits to users:








Coverage includes 19+ countries full-text coverage and 102+ countries Bibliography data,
Corporate Tree, Machine translations, Legal Status, and more
Finalize search strategy quickly with more than 187+ search fields
Different views to quickly scan through large result sets or dig deeper into details of each record
thus reducing time to analyze
Powerful analytics capabilities built from feedback of reputed analysts from the industry, as a
result solving complex IP questions with ease
Get work done with PatSeer Projects where you invite collaborators (external search
firm/counsels), setup Patent Dashlets™ (business dashboards) for R&D/management, and
create workflows for ongoing tasks
Easily involve stakeholders, implement project workflows, and reduce your collaboration and
project management costs with PatSeer Project Sharing
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Searching in PatSeer








Easy to use search forms to suit different
types of users
Search full-text in Original Language (incl. Non
Latin Text) and English. Legal Status Search
enhancements include date range, Event,
Event Country (Incl. Designated Country Code
events for EP,WO)
Fully featured Search Syntax with 187+ search
fields
No compromise on search techniques –
Proximity, complex Boolean with proximity, command line searching, Search Scripting,
wildcards, left & middle truncation, hit count cutoff, Natural Language Search
Integrated Multi-lingual Stemmer that supports stemming across English, German, French,
Spanish, Russian and Swedish language content

Tools to make Patent Searching easier









Collapse results by Simple/Extended family or
by Application Number
Convert search queries from other databases
to PatSeer using the Syntax converter
View the exact count contributed by each
element in search query
Lookup a compound, drug or registry number
and view name equivalents
Look up Matching Assignee /Inventor names
See keywords or concepts that are related to
search term and improve search precision
IPC/US/CPC Classification Definition Search
Term Index Lookup & integrated search term
translator to quickly translate any search
term
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Viewing Results








Different views to scan through large result sets
or dig deeper into details of each record
Filter result set using filters to narrow down
results with ease
Multiple Detailed views of records can be
opened in separate window tabs to allow for
easy comparison
Integrated links to PDF, image mosaics, legal
status, register data
Key Concepts which give a quick idea of important concepts covered in the text
Live translator to translate all non-English claims to English

Analyzing Results










Visualize the relationships between all the
publications that result from the original
application using the Family Tree
Instantly search for records that are similar to a
particular records using co-citation analysis
Analyze search results via multi-dimensional
charts
(column/line/pie/area/bubble/heatmap/geograp
hical map)
Generate multi and cross dimensional
charts/tables using our unique first-in-industry
chart layering technology
View forward and backward citations of records
in a tree format
Topics Chart to visualize hierarchical topics data,
depicted by concentric circles
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Sharing and Collaborating using PatSeer Projects






Save and analyze up to 50K records in a project
Import your Meta data from CSV /Excel files
Import external records/ journals/ non-patent
literature from list of supported files.
Leverage flags, ratings, custom fields, hierarchical
categories to add context to your analysis
Share and Collaborate project data effectively
using Patent Dashlets™

Exporting Results







Multiple Export formats including
Word/Excel/CSV/PDF/XML/Patent iNSIGHT Pro
format
Charts can also be included in Word and Excel
exports
Export all the family members for each record
instead of just the record in the result set when
working with SFAM/EFAM deduped results sets
Export the publication number of the record as per
the format followed by its respective patent office

Monitoring and Alerts




Create weekly or monthly search alerts
Setup Record Monitors to track changes to any
record
Receive record details of each alerts result in the
form of Word/Excel/CSV and XML files
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PatSeer Customer Testimonial
“We find Gridlogics support excellent – platform issues are resolved quickly while our new feature
requests were either road mapped into their product – and actually delivered or workarounds offered.”
-

IP Searcher

“We have been utilizing PatSeer from couple of years and find it to be very useful. It has a very easy to
use interface, and has enough customization to fit a variety of needs.
We have also been extremely pleased with the regular updates to the software and the seamless service
provided by Gridlogics. I would highly recommend this for anyone who manages a patent portfolio or
needs organized access to patent filings.”
-

VP, Software Company

Head Office
Gridlogics Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
4th Floor, Sunflower Commercial,
77/1 Baner Road, Baner,
Pune – 411 045 INDIA
sales@gridlogics.com
Tel: +91.20.66202640, 64107760
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